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A general characteristic of the aging process is the reduced adaptability to an external task demand and environmental changes. For example, the elderly exhibit a slower rate and reduced degree of adaptation compared with young adults in tasks such as isometric force production (8) , sequential aiming (33) , and handwriting (43) . In bimanual coordination, the variability in the relative phase between limbs is typically used to quantify the stability of a coordination mode where less variability represents better stability, and the in-phase (mirror symmetric) coupling mode is intrinsically more stable (i.e., lower variability) than the anti-phase (asymmetric) coupling mode (18) . This intrinsic symmetric coupling arises from multiple levels of the neuromuscular system (42) . It has been shown that the elderly are as stable as the young age group during the in-phase coordination mode but are less stable during the anti-phase mode (32) . This finding reveals that the elderly are more constrained by the intrinsically stable coupling (i.e., the symmetric in-phase coupling) and are less adaptable to the anti-phase coordination that is intrinsically less stable. In addition, when the complexity of the task demand is changed, the elderly are unable to sufficiently adjust their motor output to accommodate the external change in the task (44, 45) .
This study adopted a bimanual asymmetric force production paradigm to examine the adaptation to task asymmetry of the elderly. The task asymmetry was manipulated via imposing different coefficients on the finger forces produced by the index fingers of both hands such that the weighted sum of individual finger force equaled the total force output, and the participants were required to match a force target of a certain force level with the total force output. The unequal coefficients essentially changed the relative contribution of the individual finger force to the total force output. In earlier studies, we found that young adult subjects reveal adaptive asymmetric force coordination between hands to accommodate the asymmetric weighting coefficients imposed on the finger forces (17) ; however, larger performance error and increased force variability were evident in asymmetric force production (16) , because the asymmetric force coordination pattern is intrinsically unstable. Due to degenerative changes in the neuromuscular system, it is expected that the elderly are more limited by the intrinsic symmetric coupling constraints compared with young adults. The reduced adaptability hypothesis (32, 45) predicts that the elderly reveal less degree of force asymmetry between hands with asymmetric task coefficients than young adults.
On the other hand, compensatory adaptive changes in aging have been found at the neural and behavioral levels. It appears that neural processes are reorganized in aging such that the elderly activate a broader and more distributed network of the brain region to reach a comparable performance level as young adults do, and this age effect becomes more prominent with increased task difficulty (13, 23) . At the behavioral level, the elderly tend to grasp an object with a higher safety margin to compensate for higher grip force variability and impairment of cutaneous sensation (9) . During reaching, the elderly adopt a more efficient strategy (i.e., less muscle force or joint torque generation) and better exploit the mechanical properties (e.g., interaction torques) of the limb to reach the target compared with the younger group (21) .
In the bimanual asymmetric force coordination task, the compensatory hypothesis predicts that the elderly adopt a more adaptive force coordination pattern than young adults when the task asymmetry is changed, namely, more asymmetric forces between hands is expected with asymmetric coefficients. Under this hypothesis, two contrasting directions of force asymmetry are expected, which reflect more adaptive coordination patterns that can break the intrinsic symmetric coupling constraint (see the APPENDIX for an illustration). First, to compensate for the reduction of muscle strength in aging (26) , the elderly may adopt a more efficient coordination strategy (larger forces on the finger with a larger coefficient) that requires less muscle force output, and thus more asymmetric forces between hands, in response to asymmetric task coefficients (see Fig. 1A , ellipse A). Second, the elderly tend to exhibit larger motor variability than the young group (11). It is possible that the elderly may adopt a minimum variance strategy (smaller forces on the finger with a larger coefficient) to compensate for the increased force variability (see Fig. 1A , ellipse C), which leads to the opposite direction of force asymmetry to the efficiency strategy. Nevertheless, both the efficiency and minimum variance strategies require adaptive reorganization of force coordination patterns when the task asymmetry is changed.
Given the two contrasting hypotheses [the reduced adaptability hypothesis (32, 45) and compensatory hypothesis (i.e., more efficient or minimum variance strategy) (21, 47) ], the force coordination strategy that the elderly adopt during bimanual asymmetric force production is an empirical question. Specifically, under the reduced adaptability hypothesis, a less adaptive force coordination pattern compared with the younger group is expected in the elderly. Namely, the force levels between hands are less asymmetric despite the asymmetry in the task requirement (see Fig. 1A, ellipse B) . In contrast, under the compensatory hypothesis, a more adaptable strategy (i.e., more efficient or minimum variance strategy) is expected. Namely, the force levels of the elderly are more asymmetric in response to the asymmetric task coefficient. One focus of this study was to examine the question as to what coordination strategy, less or more adaptable, the elderly adopt in bimanual force coordination.
Besides the influence of task asymmetry and intrinsic coupling constraints, the force coordination patterns are also mediated by the visual feedback information provided during force production (29) . Thus, the degree of force adaptation supporting either of the hypotheses may depend on the amount of visual information provided. It is well documented that the visual system and information-processing capacity deteriorates in aging (4) and that this age-related visual deficit contributes to the decline in motor function and, in particular, the increased force variability (38, 48) . For example, due to reduced visual acuity, the elderly are not able to detect small-amplitude force variability and, therefore, produce large performance errors (46) . Furthermore, a study (7) has shown that visual information has no influence on performance improvement in the elderly. However, there is also contrasting evidence that the elderly rely on visual information to a larger extent than the younger group. In particular, over practice, the elderly continue to use the visual guidance during a substantial portion of the reaching movement compared with the younger group, who use primarily feedforward control (30) . The elderly also benefit more from the augmented visual feedback than young adults when they learn new coordination patterns (49) . Given the contrasting evidence, a second focus of the study was to examine to what extent the amount of visual information, e.g., visual gain (number of pixels on the screen per Newton of force), influences the adaptability of force coordination patterns of the elderly.
In summary, this study investigated the coordination strategy that the elderly adopt during bimanual asymmetric force coordination and how visual information gain regulates the force coordination patterns. The hypothetical force coordination patterns that may emerge from one exemplar coefficient ratio (left-to-right finger ratio: 0.2:1.8) condition are shown in Fig. 1A . Our previous study (17) found that young adult participants used an efficient coordination strategy, as represented by the open ellipse in Fig. 1A . The reduced adaptability hypothesis predicts that the elderly produce less asymmetric forces between hands, as represented by solid ellipse B, which was less adaptable than the young group. Because the elderly are constrained more by the intrinsic symmetric coupling (32), ellipse B is closer to the equal force line than the open ellipse The compensatory hypothesis predicts that the elderly use a more adaptive asymmetric force coordination strategy (a more efficient strategy, as represented by solid ellipse A, or a minimum variance strategy, as represented by solid ellipse C) than the young group. B: participants abducted both of the index fingers isometrically to produce constant force, and visual feedback was provided on the computer monitor. C: visual display of the total force (weighted sum of the individual forces) in the low and high visual gain conditions. Subjects were instructed to follow the force target (horizontal line) before the vertical 5-s line. (Fig. 1A) . The compensatory hypothesis predicts that the elderly use a more adaptable asymmetric force coordination strategy than the young group, namely, a more efficient strategy, as represented by solid ellipse A, or a minimum variance strategy, as represented by solid ellipse C, is expected.
METHODS

Participants
Thirty-three right hand-dominant healthy individuals volunteered to participate in this study. They were divided into three age groups: young (n ϭ 11, age range: 20 -24 yr, 6 men and 5 women), old (n ϭ 11, age range: 65-69 yr, 5 men and 6 women), and older (n ϭ 11, age range: 75-79 yr, 4 men and 7 women). Participants met the following criteria: 1) lived independently; 2) were free of any neuromuscular disorders, severe arthritis, orthopedic abnormalities of the fingers or hand, and cognitive impairments; and 3) had normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants gave informed consent to the experimental procedures, which were approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Pennsylvania State University.
Apparatus
Participants were seated facing a 14-in. LCD monitor with both hands pronated on the table. All the fingers extended out, and the index fingers of both hands extended comfortably away from other digits. Participants were instructed to rest their forearms and palms on the table during the trials (Fig. 1B) . Through isometric abduction, the distal phalange of the index finger of each hand contacted a load cell (Eltran ELFS-B3) that was fixated to the table 30 cm apart. Analog output from the load cell was amplified through a Coulbourn (V72-25) resistive bridge strain amplifier with an excitation voltage of 10 V and an amplifier gain of 100. A 16-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter was used to sample the force output at 100 Hz. The resolution of the A/D board was 0.0016 N. A red horizontal target line was centered at the screen and spanned the width of the screen. A yellow trajectory representing the total force output produced by the index fingers of both hands moved from left to right of the screen and was displayed to the participants (Fig. 1C) .
Procedures
Estimation of maximum voluntary contraction. Participants were instructed to produce maximal force by abducting their two index fingers simultaneously. Three trials of 6 s were recorded with 30 s of rest between each trial. The average of the maximal summed force of both fingers in the three trials was determined as the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC).
Experimental design. Two coefficients (c L and cR) were imposed on the left and right index finger forces, and the total force (Ftotal) was calculated as follows: Ftotal ϭ cL ϫ FLeft ϩ cR ϫ FRight, where FLeft and FRight are the absolute values of the left and right finger forces, respectively. Participants were instructed to produce simultaneous constant forces with both index fingers, so that the weighted sum of finger forces matched the force target line of 20% MVC. The amount of the visual information of the total force output relative to the force target was manipulated through two visual gains: 8 and 80 pixels/N (Fig. 1C) . A higher visual gain leads to a larger number of pixels representing a unit force on the screen and provides visually more information. The three coefficient settings (c L:cR) imposed on the two finger forces were as follows: 0.2:1.8, 1:1, and 1.8:0.2. The unequal coefficients were chosen to examine the degree of influence of the task asymmetry. Note that the sum of the coefficients was always constant such that the adaptation of the relative forces between fingers to the coefficients is not obligatory, because the participant can produce approximately equal forces between fingers at any coefficient conditions while still maintaining approximately the same task performance. The experiment consisted of six blocks (two visual gains ϫ three coefficient ratios) of trials with one coefficient ratio and one visual gain in each block. The order of the blocks was randomized over the participants.
Before the main testing of each block, the specific coefficients imposed on each finger force were informed to the participants. One practice trial was provided, where the participants were asked to produce force pulses using one finger at a time and to learn the coefficients imposed on each finger. There were then five more practice trials of bimanual constant force production for task familiarization and selection of the preferred finger force combination. Participants then completed 10 consecutive 15-s trials in each block. A 10-s rest period between trials and a 1-min rest period between blocks were provided, and more resting time was provided upon request.
Data Analysis
The force data were low-pass filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 15 Hz. To eliminate transient effects, the initial 5 s and last 1 s of each trial were removed for data analysis.
Task performance and coordination pattern. Task performance was quantified by the root mean squared error (RMSE) and coefficient of variation (CV) of the absolute value of the force output. RMSE was calculated with the following equation:
0.5 , where Fi is the ith sample of force output, FT is the force target, and n is the number of force samples. Pearson's linear correlation coefficient between the individual forces of each trial was calculated to evaluate the coupling between hands.
The force output ratio capturing the force sharing between fingers (i.e., the location of the force distribution in the force space, as shown in Fig. 1A ) was also calculated. Before the force ratio was calculated, the force produced by each finger was normalized by the maximum force of the finger to eliminate possible differences in finger strength between hands: FLeftN ϭ FLeft/FMaxL and FRightN ϭ FRight/FMaxR, where FLeftN and FRightN are the normalized forces of the left and right fingers, respectively, and FMaxL and FMaxR are the maximal forces of the left and right fingers, respectively. The logarithmic value of the force ratio was taken due to two statistical related issues: 1) there were unequal variances in the force ratio across conditions and 2) the original force ratio values were lower bounded at zero and the data had large values (long tails) at one end of the distribution, which biased the average values across trials and across participants. After the log transformation of the FLeftN-toFRightN ratio, a negative value means that FLeftN is smaller than FRightN and that the forces are distributed on the left side of the equal force line in the force space (Fig. 1A) , a zero value means FLefttN ϭ FRightN and that the forces are distributed on the equal force line, and a positive value means that FLeftN is larger than FRightN and that the forces are distributed on the right side of the equal force line.
Structure of force variability. The structure of force output variability was examined using approximate entropy (ApEn) (28) . ApEn reflects the irregularity of the time series. A higher ApEn value indicates more irregularity and less predictability in the time series, and thus less drifting and more corrective responses in the time series are expected. For a completely regular signal (e.g., sine wave) the ApEn approaches zero, which means that the signal has the least complexity. With more random components in the signal, the uncertainty of making future time series predictions increases, and this is reflected in an increase of ApEn, which signifies a more complex structure in the signal. For example, the ApEn of a random signal (e.g., white noise) approaches two. ApEn was calculated for each individual trial. All data processing was performed using Matlab (version 7.9).
Statistical analysis. The dependent variables described above were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA with age as a betweensubject effect and coefficient ratio and visual gain as within-subject effects. Individual two-tailed t-tests were performed on the correlation coefficients to examine their difference from zero. A significant level of P Ͻ 0.05 was used for all analyses. When necessary, post hoc pairwise multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni correction were used. All statistical analyses were completed using SPSS (version 15). Dependent values are reported as means Ϯ SE unless otherwise noted.
RESULTS
Performance Error
An increase in RMSE means a decrease in performance accuracy. Figure 2 shows RMSEs of the force output of the three age groups as a function of coefficient ratio and visual gain. Three-way mixed-model ANOVA (age ϫ coefficient ratio ϫ visual gain) on the RMSEs revealed a significant increase of RMSE with age [F (2, 30) ϭ 25.23, P ϭ 0.001]. A significant decrease of RMSE with visual gain [F (1, 30) ϭ 26.87, P ϭ 0.001] and a significant increase of RMSE with asymmetric coefficient ratio [F (2,60) ϭ 8.41, P ϭ 0.002] were also found. However, none of the interaction effects were significant (P Ͼ 0.05). The results showed that the enhanced visual information improved performance accuracy, and deteriorated performance was evident in asymmetric force production. Post hoc analysis showed that the performance error of the old and older groups was significantly higher than the young group (P Ͻ 0.05); however, no difference in performance error between the two elderly groups was found (P Ͼ 0.05). No difference was found between RMSEs of the two asymmetric coefficient ratio conditions (P Ͼ 0.05). Figure 3 shows the CV of the total force of the three age groups. ANOVA on CV also showed a significant increase with age [F (2, 30) ϭ 16.66, P ϭ 0.001]. CV reduced significantly at the high visual gain condition [F (1, 30) ϭ 25.23, P ϭ 0.001]. A significant interaction between coefficient ratio and age was also evident [F (4,60) ϭ 3.70, P ϭ 0.009]. Among the three age groups, similar to the performance error results, CVs of the two elderly groups were significantly higher than the young group (P Ͻ 0.05); however, CVs were not different between the two elderly groups (P Ͼ 0.05). The results indicated that the elderly exhibited a higher level of force variability than young adults, even though the elderly can also benefit from the enhanced visual information in reducing the force variability. In the young group, the CV in the 1.8:0.2 coefficient ratio condition was significantly higher than in the 1:1 condition (P ϭ 0.039); however, the difference was not significant between the 0.2:1.8 and 1:1 conditions (P ϭ 0.258). CV increased significantly in the two asymmetric coefficient ratio conditions compared with the symmetric condition for the two elderly groups (P Ͻ 0.05). The results showed that young adults can adjust their force production and maintain a low level of force variability, at least in the 0.2:1.8 condition, with asymmetric task constraint; however, this adjustment in the elderly was limited.
Force Variability
Force Coordination
Force ratio. Figure 4 , A and B, shows the logarithmic force output ratio between the normalized individual (left:right) finger forces in the low and high gain conditions. The circles shown in Fig. 4, A and B , represent the force ratio of each individual subject. ANOVA of the force ratio revealed a significant three-way (age ϫ coefficient ratio ϫ visual gain) interaction [F (4,60) ϭ 5.01, P ϭ 0.002]. Within the age groups, the young group adapted the force ratios to the two asymmetric coefficient ratio conditions (i.e., significantly different from the force ratio in the symmetric coefficient condition) both with low and high visual gains (P Ͻ 0.05), the old group showed similar results (P Ͻ 0.05), and the older group only showed adaptation of the force ratio when the coefficient ratio was 0.2:1.8 with low visual gain (P ϭ 0.049) and when the coefficient ratio was 1.8:0.2 with high gain (P ϭ 0.01). Compared across age groups, the young group showed a higher degree of force asymmetry than the older group in the two asymmetric coefficient conditions with low gain (P Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 4A) ; with high visual gain (Fig. 4B) , the difference in force asymmetry between the young and older groups was significant only in the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio condition (P ϭ 0.039). No age effect was found in all other conditions (P Ͼ 0.05).
The force ratio of individual subjects (circles in Fig. 4, A and  B) revealed that all subjects in the young group adopted the efficiency strategy in that the finger with the larger coefficient produced larger forces. In contrast, in the two elderly groups (the older group in particular), some subjects (although not always the same subjects across conditions) adopted the minimum variance strategy in that the finger with the larger coefficient produced smaller forces than the contralateral hand. As shown in Fig. 4 , the log force ratios of some subjects in the elderly groups were larger than zero in the 0.2:1.8 condition and were smaller than zero in the 1.8:0.2 condition. The different coordination strategies used by the elderly attenuated the adaptation effect as a group average and partly resulted in closer-to-zero log force ratios when the mean value of the force ratio was calculated. Therefore, the force ratio (left:right) cannot be used to quantify the adaptability of the force coordination patterns between age groups.
To quantify the adaptability of the force coordination patterns in aging, the log force ratio (large force:small force) was calculated (Fig. 4, C and D) , which was essentially the absolute value of the log force ratio (left:right). In this case, the force ratio was always larger than one regardless of whether the efficiency or minimum variance strategy was used. An additional logarithmic transformation was performed during the statistical testing due to unequal variance between conditions, although only one log transformation was used for the results shown in Fig. 4, C and D. ANOVA of the force ratio revealed a significant three-way (age ϫ coefficient ratio ϫ visual gain) interaction [F (4,60) ϭ 5.02, P ϭ 0.001]. In the low gain condition (Fig. 4C) , the force ratio of the young group was significantly higher than the two elderly groups in the two asymmetric coefficient ratio conditions (P Ͻ 0.05). However, in the high gain condition (Fig. 4D) , the force ratio of the three age groups was not significantly different in any of the coefficient ratio conditions (P Ͼ 0.05), which indicated that the elderly adapted to the task asymmetry to the same degree as young adults when enhanced visual information was provided. Within the age groups, the force ratio of the older group in the 1.8:0.2 coefficient ratio condition was not significantly different from the 1:1 condition with low gain (P ϭ 0.281), and in all other conditions, the force ratios of the three age groups in the asymmetric coefficient ratio conditions showed significantly higher degree of asymmetry than the 1:1 condition (P Ͻ 0.05).
Correlation coefficient. Figure 5 shows correlation coefficients between individual finger forces. ANOVA of the correlation coefficient revealed a significant interaction between age and coefficient ratio [F (4,60) ϭ 2.71, P ϭ 0.039]. Significant interactions between age and visual gain [F (2, 30) ϭ 10.18, P ϭ 0.001] and between visual gain and coefficient ratio [F (2,60) ϭ 5.11, P ϭ 0.009] were also found. However, the three-way interaction was not significant [F (4, 60) ϭ 0.105, P ϭ 0.981]. Post hoc analysis of the age ϫ visual gain interaction revealed that the correlation coefficient of the young group did not change significantly with visual gain (P ϭ 0.224); however, the two elderly groups showed a significant reduction of the correlation between fingers with high visual gain (P Ͻ 0.05). With enhanced visual information, the reduction of positive correlation can contribute to the reduced performance error and force variability of the elderly. t-Tests revealed that the correlation coefficient of the old group was significantly larger than zero with low visual gain in the three coefficient ratio conditions [0.2:1.8 condition: t ϭ 3.88, P ϭ 0.003; 1:1 condition: t ϭ 2.96, P ϭ 0.015; and 1.8:0.2 condition: t ϭ 4.60, P ϭ 0.001]. The correlation coefficient was significantly smaller than zero in the 1:1 condition of the young group with high visual gain (t ϭ 6.06, P ϭ 0.001) and of the old group with high visual gain (t ϭ 2.24, P ϭ 0.046). Correlation coefficients were not significantly different from zero in all other condi- 1675 AGE-ASSOCIATED ADAPTABILITY tions (P Ͼ 0.05). The lack of error compensation in the asymmetric coefficient condition may possibly be due to the unequal coefficients imposed on the individual forces, such that the negative correlation between forces was less effective in force error reduction compared with the 1:1 condition.
Structure of Force Variability
The time-dependent structure (ApEn) of the force variability, representing the complexity of the force output, is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the coefficient ratio and visual gain. Three-way ANOVA of the ApEn of force output showed a significant increase with high visual gain [F (1, 30) ϭ 45.06, P ϭ 0.001], which indicated that there was more corrective behavior in the total force output and less degree of regular force drifting when higher visual gain was provided. However, ApEn was not different between age groups [F (2,30) ϭ 1.50, P ϭ 0.239], and no significant interaction was found (P Ͼ 0.05).
DISCUSSION
This study examined the coordination and control strategies that the elderly use during bimanual asymmetric force production and how the amount of visual information regulates the force coordination patterns. Two contrasting hypotheses were examined. The reduced adaptability hypothesis (45) predicts that the elderly produce less asymmetric forces between hands despite the asymmetric task demand due to degenerative changes in the sensorimotor system with aging. In contrast, the compensatory hypothesis (47) predicts that a more adaptive asymmetric force coordination strategy is used by the elderly. There are two directions of force asymmetry between the hands, which reflect different force coordination strategies: a more efficient strategy (larger forces on the finger with the larger coefficient) that compensates for the reduced muscle strength and a minimum variance strategy (smaller forces on the finger with the larger coefficient) that compensates for the increased force variability.
In general, a deteriorated task performance quantified by RMSE and CV of the force output was found in the two elderly groups. The force coordination results partly supported the reduced adaptability hypothesis depending on the amount of visual information provided to the participants. Specifically, with low visual gain, the two elderly groups showed a reduced degree of redistribution of the force combination between fingers compared with the young group when asymmetric coefficients were imposed on the individual forces. The elderly were more constrained by the bilateral symmetric coupling effect, as shown in the correlation coefficient results, where a small but significant positive correlation was evident in the old group. In contrast, with enhanced error information in the high visual gain condition, the two elderly groups were able to adapt to the asymmetric coefficients to the same extent as the young group. When unequal coefficients were imposed on the individual finger forces, a negative correlation between hands can still reduce the total force variability, although it is less effective compared with the symmetric coefficient condition. The correction between the individual forces found in the present study was zero with asymmetric coefficients across the three age groups. The results indicate that when the participants had to use the nonpreferred asymmetric force-sharing patterns between fingers, the error compensation strategy was not used even when enhanced error information was provided. The general findings support the notion that the age-related reorganization in the patterns of force coordination and control are mediated by the interactive influence of multiple categories of constraints (22, 27, 45) .
Deteriorated Task Performance in Aging
An increase of performance error and variability of the force output was evident in the elderly groups compared with the young group regardless of the task coefficients imposed on the forces and the visual gain. The results are consistent with a previous study (6) that showed greater constant and variable force error of the elderly population. The aging-related change of task performance can be interpreted by two contributing factors.
First, with advanced age, the function of the visual acuity and information-processing capacity tends to be impaired (4). The reduced visual acuity can contribute to the increased force variability and lead to a reduced and/or delayed response to compensate for the deviation of the force output to a desired force target (38, 48) . Second, aging is associated with degenerative changes at the muscle and motor neuron levels. Muscle cross-sectional areas and the number of fibers are reduced in the elderly (19) . In particular, the cross-sectional area of fast twitch fibers is reduced to a larger degree than slow twitch fibers (20) . The age-related changes of fast twitch fibers can result in a delayed corrective response to a large force error. The number of motoneurons also declines with aging (3), and the remaining motoneurons reinnervate the muscle fibers. As a result, a reduced number of motor units and larger motor units are found in elderly muscles. These degenerative changes lead to impaired fine control of muscle force, which can contribute to the deteriorated task performance of the elderly found in the present study. In addition, the motoneuron firing variability and synchronized firing between motoneurons can also lead to increased force variability of the elderly (31, 50) . Collectively, the degenerative changes at multiple levels of the sensorimotor system contribute to the different task performance between young and old populations (10) .
Task performance tends to improve with enhanced visual information (25, 39) . It has been found that performance error and force variability are reduced with high visual gain (1, 5), and the time-dependent force variability structure also becomes more complex (36) . Consistent with earlier findings, the present results showed that the task performance was improved (i.e., smaller constant and variable force error and more complex variability structure) regardless of the different coefficient conditions. In addition, despite the impaired function in the visual system (4), the elderly were able to use the enhanced visual information to improve task performance.
We examined two elderly groups (65-69 and 75-79 yr); however, no age-related differences in task performance (RMSE and CV) were found between the two elderly groups, which is inconsistent with the earlier findings showing scaled degenerative changes in the neuromuscular system with age above 60 yr (12) . For example, muscle mass reduces with age, and a linear reduction of muscle strength and the rate of force development as a function of age above 60 yr has been found (26) . The absence of age-related scaling with task performance in the present study can be interpreted by a few factors. First, the scaling effect may be specific to the muscle groups tested. Previous studies used lower limb large muscles, whereas the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle was the primary mover in the present experiment. The age effect on performance outcome can be different in different muscles (10) . For example, there are higher numbers of large and fast twitch fibers in larger muscles, and these fibers are lost to a larger extent than slow twitch fibers. The FDI muscle, which primarily involves fine motor control, may be less influenced by advancing age. Second, the scaling effect may also be specific to the performance variables examined. We indeed found an age-scaled change in force coordination (i.e., coupling between hands) in the present study. In a previous study (12) , the age-scaled change was evident in muscle mass, muscle strength, and the rate of force change. finally, there is substantial interindividual variability in the elderly, and the sample size in our study may be not large enough to consistently capture the age-scaled changes.
Reduced Adaptability With Advanced Age
Due to degenerative changes with aging in the sensorimotor system, one common behavior is that the elderly are more constrained by the intrinsic properties of the organism and are less adaptable to changes in the task demand and environmental information. For example, a study (34) found that the elderly exhibit a reduced force synergy that requires adaptable force coordination between fingers to stabilize the required force level or moment of force. In the present experiments, when low visual information gain was provided, a lower degree of reorganization of the force coordination between fingers was found in the elderly groups. In particular, a more symmetric force ratio and positive correlation between the individual forces was evident in the coordination patterns of the elderly. The results are consistent with the findings during bilateral oscillatory coordination (32) . Specifically, the elderly were as stable as the young group during the in-phase (or symmetric) coordination mode, which is an intrinsically stable coordination pattern, but the stability of the anti-phase mode was reduced in aging.
However, when a larger amount of visual information was provided, the elderly showed the same degree of adaptation as the young group, and some of the elderly participants used a minimum variance strategy to compensate for the large amount of perceived force variability. The results support the general proposition that perceptual information (in particular, visual information) is a significant factor in the organization of motor coordination patterns (24) . With enhanced visual information, subjects are able to override the intrinsic coupling constraint and produce rather complex coordination patterns that are otherwise unstable without visual information (14) . In general, the vision-dependent adaptation in aging found in the present study is compatible with the view that age-related adaptability is regulated by the characteristics of the ambient visual information (2, 49) , namely, that concurrent and gradual visual feedback leads to greater adaptation than terminal and abrupt visual feedback during bimanual coordination and visuomotor adaptation.
A series of studies (40, 44, 45) has shown that the structure of the force variability in the elderly is less adaptive to the change of the task demand. Specifically, the structure of the force variability of the elderly has more predictable drift, and thus is less complex, in a constant force task that requires high complexity or minimum force drift as shown in the young group, and the force structure is more complex or has less predictable change of force in a sine wave force task that requires relatively low complexity or predictable change of force levels. In contrast, the present results reveal that there is no age-related difference in the adaptation of the variability structure to the task demand, namely, ApEn of the total force remained the same at different coefficient ratio conditions. This apparent inconsistency can arise from several differences between the present and earlier studies.
First, in the earlier studies, two types of force targets were used that explicitly required different complexity in the force output. The different coefficient ratios used in the present experiments regulate the relative contribution of the individual force to the total force, which can change the dynamic dimension of the task. However, the constant force target remains the same in the present study, which means that the explicit requirement of the complexity in the total force output remains the same. Therefore, an unchanged complexity in the force output was observed across different conditions. Second, the earlier studies used a single finger force production task, whereas in the present experiment the total force output was a combination of two finger forces. We (15) found that when the complexity of one finger reduces, the complexity of the contralateral finger increases to compensate for the change of total force complexity. As a result, the force output complexity was maintained at a relative unchanged level in the present study.
Compensatory Behavior in Force Coordination in Aging
In the two elderly groups, both the force sharing patterns and correlation between fingers showed less adaptive changes to the different coefficient conditions. Although the present results did not support the compensatory hypothesis (47) , the force coordination pattern of the elderly did show some degree of compensation for the increased force variability. In particular, as shown in the force ratios of individual subjects (Fig. 4, A and B) , there was a tendency for the elderly to switch from the efficient strategy to the minimum variance coordination strategy to compensate for the increased force variability, and this trend was more evident in the older group. However, the minimum variance coordination pattern was absent in the young group. Therefore, the question remains as to whether an even higher visual gain would induce more adaptable coordination patterns in the elderly and channel a coordination pattern switch from the efficient strategy to the minimum variance strategy in the young group.
In summary, using a redundant bimanual force coordination task, this study examined the force coordination strategies that the elderly use when different amount of visual information was provided. The results reveal a reduced adaptability of force coordination in aging with less visual information and the same degree of adaptation across age with more visual information. The findings support the general proposition that the reorganization of force coordination and control patterns associated with age is mediated by the interactive influence of multiple categories of constraints (22, 27, 45) .
APPENDIX
The predicted directions of force asymmetry between hands from the compensatory hypothesis are described below.
Efficient Strategy
Based on the models of constraints (17) , the efficient strategy can be quantified by Eq. A1. By minimizing this equation, the total muscle force output is minimized, because Eq. A1 penalizes high force production on the finger with the smaller coefficient and allows high force production on the finger with the larger coefficient:
where
where J1 is the cost of unefficient force production, FL(t) and FR(t) are the left and right finger forces at an instant of time t, respectively, and F Lmax and FRmax are maximum forces of each finger. When Eq. A1 is minimized, the optimal force output ratio (FL:FR) scales positively with the coefficient ratio (cL:cR), as shown in Fig. A1A . For simplicity, we assumed that FLmax ϭ FRmax and cL ϩ cR ϭ 2. In the example of the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio condition, the optimal left and right finger forces are found at point D on the zero force error line, as shown in Fig. A1B . When the bilateral positive coupling effect (a tendency of equal force production between hands; see Ref. 17 for a description of the equation) is taken into account, the optimal left and right finger forces are at point E. If both efficiency and bilateral coupling are taken into account, the two finger forces are distributed between points D and E. As shown in Fig. A1B , the forces of the young group (open ellipse) are asymmetric between hands. To compensate for the reduction of muscle strength in aging, the efficiency constraint may play a larger role in shaping the force coordination pattern in the elderly than in young adults. The elderly may adopt even more efficient strategy (solid ellipse A). Ellipse A is further away from the equal force line and has more asymmetric forces and thus is more adaptive in response to the asymmetric task coefficients.
Minimum Variance Strategy
The minimum variance strategy, quantified by Eq. A2, minimizes the total force variance. We assumed that the SD of the individual Fig. A1 . A: optimal force output ratio based on the efficient strategy as a function of the coefficient ratio. B: predicted force distributions in the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio example condition. The efficient strategy predicts that the optimal FLeft and FRight are at point D. When the bilateral positive coupling effect (a tendency of equal force production between hands) is taken into account, the optimal FLeft and FRight are at point E. If both efficiency and bilateral coupling are taken into account, the two finger forces are distributed between points D and E. The forces of the young group (open ellipse) are asymmetric between hands. To compensate for the reduction of muscle strength in aging, the efficiency constraint may play a larger role in shaping the force coordination pattern in the elderly than in young adults. The elderly may adopt even more efficient strategy (solid ellipse A). Fig. A2 . A: optimal force output ratio based on the minimum variance strategy as a function of the coefficient ratio. B: predicted force distributions in the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio condition. In the example of the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio condition, the optimal finger forces are found at point F. If both minimum variance and bilateral coupling are taken into account, the two finger forces are distributed between points E and F. To compensate for the increased force variability due to aging, the elderly may adopt the minimum variance strategy (solid ellipse C). The open ellipse represents the force in the young group. finger forces scaled with the force amplitude (F), as follows: SD(F) ϭ k ϫ F, where k is the CV. The total force variance is associated with [c L ϫ k ϫ FL(t)/FLmax] ϩ [cR ϫ k ϫ FR(t)/FRmax] in the present task settings. Coefficient k is eliminated during the minimization process, because it does not influence the optimal solution.
where J 2 is the cost of force variability.
When Eq. A2 is minimized, the optimal force output ratio (FL:FR) scales inversely with the coefficient ratio (cL:cR), as shown in Fig. A2A . In the example of the 0.2:1.8 coefficient ratio condition, the optimal finger forces are found at point F, as shown in Fig. A2B . If both minimum variance and bilateral coupling are taken into account, the two finger forces are distributed between points E and F. To compensate for the increased force variability due to aging, the elderly may adopt the minimum variance strategy (solid ellipse C). Note that ellipse A in Fig. A1B and ellipse C in Fig. A2B are located on opposite sides of the equal force line, and both ellipses showed asymmetric forces between hands.
